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A central component of the design of complex artifacts is the representation and use
of the physical principles behind each artifact’s behavior. Armed with a vast body of
knowledge ranging from abstract rules of thumb to precise numerical models, design en-
gineers guide and simplify their analyses through selective attention, approximation, and
abstraction. During the course of analysis, they often shift between different perspec-
tives and simplifying assumptions, seeking those views which make needed distinctions
most apparent. Selecting the perspective and level of detail appropriate for each task is
crucial. Analyzing every aspect of an artifact using the most accurate models available
is generally prohibitive, even for simple artifacts. More importantly, parsimonious de-
scriptions of structure and behavior enhance the designer’s abihty to identify the most
important and relevant elements of behavior and to determine the most useful parts of
the design to modify. Today, most of the knowledge of physical principles and how to
use it resides with the engineer. Our goal is to capture most of this information in a
computable form and automate as much of the modehng process as possible.

Accomphshing this requires a view of the modehng process that enables systems to
explicitly represent and reason about models’ equations, underlying assumptions, and
areas of apphcabihty. Compositional modeling (Falkenhainer & Forbus, AAAI 1988, AIJ
1991) is an approach which uses this kind of modeling process to address the following
problem: given an artifact description and a query, produce a model of the artifact that is
commensurate with the needs of the query. Modehng knowledge is captured in a general
purpose domain theory, which consists of a set of model fragments, each describing
some partial piece of the domain’s physics, such as processes (e.g., hquid flows), devices
(e.g., transistors), and objects (e.g., containers). This decomposition allows fine-grained
control for producing parsimonious answers to questions posed, enables adaptation to
a vast space of different scenarios, and allows each fragment to be reused in a variety
of settings. The process begins with a description of the artifact and a query about its
behavior. An appropriate scenario model of the artifact is built by composing model
fragments such that the resulting set simultaneously satisfies the constraints imposed
by the query and the domain theory. Because the model’s validity may depend on
assumptions about unknown aspects of the system’s behavior, subsequent analysis may
uncover inconsistencies between the system’s assumed and derived behavior which are
then used to formulate a more appropriate model.
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